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Genetic variation and individual
differences in language
Jennifer B. Misyak & Morten H. Christiansen

Cornell University/Cornell University & Santa Fe Institute
Drawing upon recent conceptual and analytical trends in molecular genetics, this
chapter explores how molecular genetics might be used to elucidate language
differences in normally developing individuals, including variation in linguistic
generalization skills. We propose an endophenotype approach, complemented
with learning-based tasks and process measures, as a step forward in studying
variation in the underlying brain mechanisms that support normal language
learning and processing. We discuss how well-formulated and theoretically
grounded endophenotypes may offer greater conceptual clarity, objectivity, and
precision over many conventional assessments used in language genetics. This
framework aims to uncover the biological part of an emergentist account to
language, and provides a complement to investigations into more experientially
based factors.
Keywords: Endophenotype; genetic variation; individual differences

1. Introduction
Individual differences in language are ubiquitous. From native language development (e.g. Bates, Dale & Thal 1995) to secondary language learning (e.g. Dörnyei
2005), and across children’s and adults’ language processing (e.g. Farmer, Misyak &
Christiansen, in press; MacDonald & Christiansen 2002), substantial and systematic variation is to be expected. Such variation reflects the interdependent influences of environmental and genetic sources across individuals. Complementing
other approaches in this volume that consider experiential factors, we focus in this
chapter on how molecular genetics might be utilized to widen our understanding of individual differences in language skill. While assuming an implicit focus
on variation in oral language (where applicable), our main arguments and points
are also relevant to more specific attempts to understand differences in linguistic
generalization.
Our emphasis throughout is on an endophenotype approach with learning-based tasks, as a way of operationalizing an ‘emergentist genetics’ that may
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e lucidate language variation in normally developing individuals (including in linguistic generalization). Endophenotypes are quantitative measurements of intermediate phenotypes (behavioral traits) that mediate between genetic antecedents
(genes, gene products, and genetic factors) and more distal, complex phenotypes.
We believe that the combination of endophenotypes and learning-based tasks
(especially tasks with ‘process’ measures that tap into ongoing learning) represents
a promising research strategy that avoids the limitations in many conventional
approaches to genetic studies of language.
To set the groundwork for this strategy, we first identify some insights into
language development afforded from behavioral genetics findings. We then clarify
how an emergentist genetics, within which our approach is situated, fundamentally contrasts with linguistic-nativist construals of the genetics of language. With
these preliminaries in place, we then identify how modern conceptual trends in
molecular genetics appear well aligned with emergentism. We describe the ways in
which these modern trends translate into some interesting findings across normal
language and cognition. Finally, we argue that conventional phenotypic assessments of human language behaviors are incomplete and mostly underpowered
for tracing the multifactorial and polygenic underpinnings (i.e. one trait may be
affected by many genes) of complex traits such as language. Instead, we propose an
endophenotype approach as a step towards remedying some existing shortcomings, and provide pointers to the nature and types of tasks (including tasks involving linguistic generalizations) suited for this approach.
1.1 Behavioral genetics and aspects of language development
Although the focus of this chapter is on the potential contribution of molecular
genetics to the understanding of language development, research on behavioral
genetics provides a useful starting point. Of key importance is that behavioral
geneticists have estimated heritability coefficients for verbal ability to range from
.37 to .82 (Bouchard & McGue 2003). More specifically, substantial heritability
estimates obtain across diverse measures of language processing, including
grammar, vocabulary, orthographic coding, phoneme awareness, phonological
decoding, verbal memory, and word recognition (Gayán & Olson 2001;
Kovas et al. 2005). Crucially, however, additional findings indicate that early
syntactic and lexical development are affected by largely the same genetic factors
and vary together (Dale et al. 2000; Dionne et al. 2003). Much of the variance
for syntactic and lexical development is influenced by shared environmental
factors, suggesting a less prominent role for genetics during early language development. Additionally, the poorer language performance associated with specific
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language impairment (SLI) appears to be primarily influenced by environmental
sources among those children with SLI in the absence of speech deficits (Bishop &
Hayiou-Thomas 2008). Conversely, speech and phonological measures may
vary separately from those of vocabulary-grammar, and may be more strongly
influenced by genetic sources in early development (Bishop & Hayiou-Thomas
2008; Gayán & Olson 2001; Hayiou-Thomas et al. 2006).
In brief, meta-analysis from twin studies identifies the proportion of variance
for language skills due to hereditary factors at .48 (Bouchard & McGue 2003; see
also Stromswold 2001), implicating both a moderate environmental and hereditary contribution for linguistic proficiency. There may be some important differences in how these effects manifest themselves across different aspects of language,
with some areas showing greater genetic influence across development than others.
Nonetheless, as Bates et al. (1995: 97) noted, “At the risk of inviting accusations of
radical centrism, we conclude that the variations observed in early language development are so large that they require substantial contributions from both genetic
and environmental factors, with special emphasis on their interaction.”
1.2  ‘The Nature of Nature’: Emergentism
How should we view the interaction between genetic and environmental factors in
language development? Dialogue in the language sciences has traditionally highlighted oppositions between linguistic-nativist or modularist perspectives, on the
one hand, and those of emergentist, connectionist, or neo/neuro-constructivist
views on the other. Within the former group, syntactic ability is thought to be
subserved by a specialized neural substrate that develops universally across individuals, given appropriate (and relatively minimal) environmental inputs. This
kind of innate endowment is exemplified in Chomsky’s (1965, 1981) proposal of a
Universal Grammar (UG), the formalization of a set of universal language-specific
constraints. These views naturally accommodate proposals for mental modules
(among which the language faculty is often prominently included) as dedicated,
predetermined, and informationally-encapsulated systems to handle domain-
specific inputs and cognitive representations (e.g. Atran 1998; Fodor 1983).
In contrast, emergentist, connectionist, neo/neuro-constructivist and similar
views (e.g. Elman et al. 1996; Mareschal et al. 2007; Tomasello 2003) emphasize
experiential processes that interact with the individual’s general learning mechanisms over developmental time (as well as over evolutionary time: Christiansen &
Chater 2008). In this way, the complex, species-typical patterns of behavior recognized as language can arise without entailing language-specific constraints or predetermined, domain-specific, neurobiological circuits. While such positions are
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occasionally miscast as ‘tabula rasa’ empiricism, there is no theoretical requisite
for eschewing some genetic biases. Amid an interactive developmental and ecological backdrop, such theories can assign a powerful role to small initial biases of
the learning system. In principle, these biases can be architectural or chronotropic
in form (Elman et al. 1996), and reside along a continuum of varying degrees of
computational (connectionist) nativism (Clark 1993).
These two classes of views differ in their characterization of internal knowledge (Clark & Misyak 2009), with implications for the level, manner, and specificity with which genetic effects may operate. Essentially, linguistic-nativist theories
suggest a strong structurally and/or functionally specific biological basis for language. Conversely, the emergentist perspective points to small, germinal biases or
broad intrinsic constraints influencing more general, ‘low-level’ biological systems
of relevance to language. These are thus diverse proposals for the ways in which
language may have genetic foundations and influences.
Although linguistic-nativism has traditionally appropriated genetics within
the purview of ‘Nature,’ we side with the view that genes more realistically have
explanatory relevance as biases embedded within a normative biochemical and
ecological context (Clark & Misyak 2009). While investigating these interdependent influences in language requires a multifaceted, broad approach, this chapter
examines a small (but vital) subspace in such an account. In delving next into the
molecular genetics literature, we should not be seen as privileging the molecular
level (nor genetic contributions), but rather as exploring the potential for unraveling the biological part of an emergentist account that will require synergistic
interconnections with other investigations of environmental factors (as discussed
elsewhere in this volume).
2. Genes and behavior
Although we will not survey the history of molecular genetics, it is useful to highlight some constants and shifts in current thinking, which actually bring modern
genetics into better accord with an emergentist framework. It has been recognized
for some time that particular genotypes and particular environments co-occur
with one another at appreciable frequencies (see further Plomin, DeFries & Loehlin
1977; for an example in language development, see Gilger et al. 2001). A practical
consequence of these gene-environment correlations is an increase in phenotypic
variance. Conceptually, this indicates the presence of amplifying or compensatory
couplings, and underscores the complexity of disentangling putative ‘environ
mental’ and ‘genetic’ influences. Some researchers consider such correlations as
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part of the normative manner in which genes underlying polygenic human traits
are expressed, i.e. genes typically work by recruiting particular environments.
A step further in interactivity, epistasis (or, gene-gene interaction, a term introduced in the twentieth century; cf. Cordell 2002) continues to receive attention. In
its simplest sense, ‘compositional epistasis’ refers to the action of a dominant allele
at one locus (gene) masking the effect of other allele(s) at different loci (genes).
More complexly, this term can also be extended to refer to non-additive influences
for quantitative phenotypes (i.e. ‘statistical epistasis’). Beyond intra-gene relations,
genotype-environment interactions (GxE) in the statistical analysis-of-variance
sense have also traditionally been acknowledged (see Dempfle et al. 2008 for a
review) and have lately yielded surprising findings in cognitive development (e.g.
Caspi et al. 2007), though not yet in language.
Tracing schools of thought in evolutionary biology, Gontier (2008) suggests we
are in the midst of a paradigm shift from a traditional view of genes as inherently
encoding and transmitting information about morphological form (and function)
to a newer conceptualization in which information is viewed as an “exherent, emerging property of genes.” Gontier credits the roots of this “information-emerging
metaphor” to systems theory and Schrödinger’s construal of genes as underlying “difference in properties,” rather than acting as self-contained coding-entities
(Schrödinger 2000, as cited in Gontier 2008: 177; see also Wheeler & Clark 1999).
Gontier’s identification of this paradigm shift merges with the transformative
modern notion of epigenesis that is developing within molecular genetics. Epigenesis frequently refers to heritable cell changes (such as modifications of chromatin or DNA methylation) independent of any corresponding change in the DNA
sequence. It broadly subsumes the differential expression of genes in tissue and the
regulation of genes over time (Carey 2003).
By incorporating temporal dynamics into the picture, epigenetics conceptually
accommodates the emergent aspects of gene-environment interactions at the biological level (i.e. the integration of changes in the environment and the expressed genotype over developmental time). This is consistent with the recognition that much
of DNA fulfills regulatory purposes rather than structural functions (Gottesman &
Hanson 2005). In addition, these epigenetic processes are primarily probabilistic
(e.g. Gottlieb 1998), rather than strictly predetermined, and substantially informed
by internal/external environmental signals. Thus there is a confluence of genetic,
environmental, stochastic, and epigenetic factors in the current understanding of
the genotype-phenotype relationship. While this introduces added complexity –
the complexity of co-determining interactions among coupled organisms and environments, as well as, technically, decouplings between genetic (DNA sequencing)
variations and epigenetic systems (see also Jablonka & Lamb 2002) – it appears a
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necessary conceptualization that accords with modern data. It also resonates with
the nature of adaptive, dynamic biological systems and their activity-dependent
modification. Equally clearly, it does not pre-empt the role of genetic constraints or
their investigation.
Dovetailing with the ‘information-emerging’ metaphor and epigenetics are
newer analytical techniques and models, including the convergence of quantitative and molecular genetics in QTL (quantitative trait loci) research. Under a
QTL model (Plomin, Owen & McGuffin 1994), complex traits are assumed to be
associated with many genes, such that the varying effect size for any single gene
will likely be small. ‘QTLs’ refer to such genes, whose integrative genetic effects
represent probabilistic propensities. As an example of the ramifications of ‘probabilistic,’ among the strongest and well-established of complex behavioral associations to date, variation in the type 4 allele of the apolipoprotein E (APOEε4) with
Alzheimer’s disease is neither necessary nor sufficient to produce the behavioral
outcome of late-onset dementia (Plomin et al. 2008). Therefore, genes (loci) comprising QTLs associated with variation in a quantitative cognitive-behavioral trait
may be construed as probabilistic (not predetermined) and interchangeable contributions for informing brain development.
An important implication of the QTL model’s premise that many genes affect
a behavior (‘polygenicity’; see further Kovas & Plomin 2006) is that there will exist
a continuous, quantitative distribution for the phenotype. To make this clear, we
adapt an example from Plomin et al. (2008): Suppose a single gene with two potential, equal-frequency alleles of cumulative influence. This allows for three possible
genotypes, with a distribution among the population of .25, .50, and .25 (i.e. 25%
homozygous for allele 1, 25% homozygous for allele 2, 50% heterozygous). Assuming polygenicity (many genes influencing behavior), we can extend the example
to two genes, which results in nine genotype-pairings and five phenotypes with a
distribution of 1/9, 2/9, 3/9, 2/9, 1/9. At three genes (twenty-seven genotypes, seven
phenotypes), this approaches a normal distribution, even without considering nonequal alleles and environmental variation.
3. Molecular genetic studies in language and cognition
Conceptual shifts in molecular genetics have been accompanied so far by a number of interesting findings. First, language-related studies often have implications
for normative language skills, consistent with the notion that genetic influences
supporting language abilities may be continuous with those involved in language
disabilities at the lower end of the normal distribution (Tomblin & Christiansen
2009). This follows from the QTL model’s premise of polygenicity (see above),
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though it precludes rare neuro-developmental disorders with very low prevalence
(≤.01% per QTL criteria; Butcher, Kennedy & Plomin 2006). This is compatible
with other general trends that regard many putative disorders and exceptional
manifestations of skills as situated at the extremes of a quantitative continuum. This
thinking is aptly captured by the aphorism, ‘the abnormal is normal’ (Plomin &
Kovas 2005).
Second, as Gontier (2008) observed, it is becoming apparent that major genes
previously implicated in language and cognition (e.g. FOXP2, ASPM, MCPH1)
do not unequivocally code for morphological features of trait-specific behavior as
classically expected. Many such genes are regulatory and ‘pleiotropic’ (i.e. a single
gene may affect many different traits). Thus, they often have diffuse and graded
effects on several neurobiological systems underlying behavior.
Furthermore, recent studies connecting genetic effects to normative linguistic
performance generally point towards sources of common allelic variation and to
nonobvious influences, rather than to abnormal genetic mutations and dramatic
effects. For instance, mutation in primary microcephaly-associated genes such
as ASPM (abnormal spindle-like microcephaly-associated) and Microcephalin
(MCPH1) leads to a rare neurodevelopmental disorder producing a reduced-size
brain with severe mental deficits (Bond & Woods 2006). But it is unclear whether
there is any association with brain size variation in the normal population (e.g.
Rimol et al. 2010; Woods et al. 2006). Nonetheless, derived alleles of ASPM and
Microcephalin are strongly associated with languages employing a single-tier
phonological system (rather than two-tiers, with tonal contrasts) (Dediu & Ladd
2007). Along with phenotypic association of ASPM to oral reading comprehension and phonology measures of second-grade children, these findings suggest a
subtle role for common allelic variations in contributing to language development
(Christiansen, Kelsey & Tomblin 2008), in the form of differences in phonological
sequential learning biases.
Finally, a caveat: only a few molecular studies of normal language abilities
have been conducted and with limited results. This reflects some of the methodological limitations in using conventional phenotype assessments, along with
QTL implications of small effect sizes. However, future genetic studies of language
could likely benefit from adopting an endophenotype strategy.
4. Towards an endophenotype approach
The attempt to trace polygenetic antecedents that contribute to normal variation in language (and other cognitive behaviors) may appear rather daunting.
Indeed, it contrasts starkly with the success of traditional linkage studies reporting
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s ingle-gene discoveries for simple (albeit rare) Mendelian diseases. With complex
phenotypes as the norm rather than exception, one insight into their biological
underpinnings bypasses direct attempts at genetic association with the phenotypes themselves (i.e. the skipping of multiple levels from gene or gene product
to high-level cognitive behavior) and derives its inspiration from insect biology.
John and Lewis (1966) introduced an ‘endophenotype’ (endo meaning “inside;”
pheno meaning “show”) as a neglected component for explaining variance in geographical distributions among insect populations, contrasting it with macroscopic
or exophenotypic influences that other researchers attended to at the time. They
urged a fuller examination of “not the exophenotype but the endophenotype, not
the obvious and external but the microscopic and internal” (1966: 720). So when
Gottesman and Shields (1973) adapted this term, they underscored a measurable
internal phenotype that could be discovered by “biochemical test or microscopic
examination.” It was hoped that such tractable measurements would aid in the
genetics of seemingly intractable-to-study psychiatric disorders such as schizophrenia. Within the last few years, the endophenotype concept has commanded
greater attention, discussion, and usage. However, the notion of endophenotypes
has yet to be typically extended beyond clinical applications to normal behavior as
the primary scientific focus.
4.1 Concept
An endophenotype, or internal phenotype, is intended to mediate between an external, complex manifestation of behavior and its etiologically complex genetic antecedents. Endophenotypes are thus quantitative traits ‘not obvious to the unaided
eye’ that are presumed to lie anywhere ‘intermediate’ along the causal pathways
between genes (or gene products) and phenotypic traits. As endophenotypes are by
definition putatively closer to genes, it is hoped that they will facilitate the discovery of genetic variants causal to behavioral traits, and, in the case of psychiatric or
medical applications, refine or stratify diagnostic classification for poorly defined
heterogeneous disorders using neurobiological information. Classical examples
in the medical literature, where biometric assessments are prominent, are serum
cholesterol-level assays as a predictor of cardiovascular disease or glucose tolerance
tests as indicators of diabetes type I susceptibility; both have heritable contributions
and are associated with genetic loci (Topol et al. 2006; Tuomilehto-Wolf et al. 1993).
An essential feature of endophenotypes is that they relate to quantitative and
continuous (not categorical) variance. This is true regardless of phenotypic ‘expression’ (i.e. they have some degree of stability or state-independence). They should
lend greater objective precision to genetic investigations than assessments based on
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an externally diffuse behavior. And along with more tractability, they should yield
genetic associations with larger effect sizes than attempts at more distal mappings.
Another feature of endophenotypes is the diversity of ‘levels’ at which they
are characterized. Given the multicausal and multilevel pathways from molecules
to traits, endophenotypes can be quantitative measurements residing at any of
the intervening levels: e.g. (neuro)physiological, biochemical, endocrinological,
(neuro)anatomical, and (neuro)cognitive. Hence, the synonymous use in the literature of endophenotypes as ‘internal phenotypes’ or ‘intermediate phenotypes’
indexes their internal status and medial position, respectively.
4.2  Merits
When properly implemented, endophenotypes would appear to possess strong
advantages as a research tool. They have been theorized to confer greater statistical
power and tractability to genetic designs. Since they are closer to genetic antecedents than the phenotype in question, endophenotypes promise to involve correspondingly fewer loci and/or greater effect size for successful association. This
assumption of power rests on genetic proximity, not simplicity of biological level.
For instance, variation in gene expression profiles, at the level of transcriptome
(transcribed RNA) analysis in functional genomics, is very basic, but only modestly (and polygenicly) heritable (see Plomin et al. 2008).
Another merit of endophenotypes, particularly brain-based endophenotypes,
is that their intermediary level status can provide converging information about
underlying neural systems that support a cognitive behavior. Furthermore, as quantitative assessments rather than as qualitative (and frequently subjective) measurements, they have the added advantage of objectivity. Given the substantial influence
of environment and compensatory factors on behavior, endophenotypes are potentially ‘cleaner’ in their identification with underlying learning-based neural mechanisms and related genetic variants. For psychopathology research, endophenotypes
may also possess earlier temporal sensitivity in diagnosing specific conditions. In
sum, an endophenotype strategy – with greater conceptual clarity, objectivity, and
precision – would appear indispensable for molecular studies of normal language.
5. Possible language endophenotypes
Endophenotypes in their short history have met with some success in the
psychiatric genetics field where they originated (Burmeister, McInnis & Zollner 2008). They have been employed in the discovery of novel genes and in
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r evealing functional consequences of susceptibility alleles on (neuro)cognitive measures (Walters & Owen 2007). For instance, the identification of two
new genes (GABRA2 and CHRM2) associated with a predisposition to alcohol
dependence was attributable to the use of electrophysiological endophenotype
measures, which enabled finer localization of the linkage signal and greater statistical power (Dick et al. 2006). Some useful outgrowths of the endophenotype
approach are that: (1) endophenotypes have been associated with quantified
symptomatology rather than discrete diagnostic category labels, and (2) the
approach has revealed common variation within the normal population, not just
within the clinical sub-group.
However, few endophenotypes have been employed in studies aimed at elucidating underlying neural mechanisms and genetic sources of variance for normal
language abilities. Some exceptions, though, include behavioral genetics work on
the heritability of nonword repetition performance (Bishop 2009). Such work supports the possibility that phonological short-term memory (PSTM), measured by
a nonword repetition task, may serve as an endophenotype to distinguish unimpaired language performance from common manifestations of impaired language
performance (i.e. typical forms of SLI). Vernes et al. (2008) also used this endophenotype of PSTM for identifying and associating single-nucleotide polymorphisms
(SNPs) in CNTNAP2 (a gene down-regulated by FOXP2) with common forms of
language impairment. The success of PSTM as an endophenotype for understanding genetic factors relevant to the full spectrum of language abilities has yet to
be fully investigated. We envision, though, that other endophenotype candidates,
such as those related to general sequential processing mechanisms (which may
also play a role in supporting linguistic generalizations; e.g. Christiansen & Chater
2008) and with some of the properties described below, may hold greater utility in
accounting for a large amount of normal language variation.
5.1 Neuroimaging techniques
One level at which endophenotypes can enter into the picture is through contact
with cognitive neuroscience. In fact, ‘imaging genomics’ (as it has been dubbed)
appears to be rapidly growing, and the use of neurocognitive endophenotypes
generally partners well with and enhances sensitivity of cognitive-behavioral
endophenotypes/assays (Goldberg & Weinberger 2004).
With structural imaging techniques, magnetic resonance imaging (MRI)
markers of brain structure have been established as heritable. Very high heritability
for gray matter distribution in Broca’s and Wernicke’s areas has also been reported
(see Toga & Thompson 2005). For other anatomical endophenotypes, more local
measures could be employed. For instance, specific gray matter (and generic white
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matter) has been presented as an endophenotype for schizophrenia and bipolar
disorder using voxel mapping (McDonald et al. 2004).
However, a systems-level account may accord better with our appreciation
of the brain’s interactive organization, and some researchers have targeted endophenotypes at this level of description. Accordingly, MRI, functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI), and event-related potentials (ERPs) have been fairly
widely used to ascertain neural responses to cognitive tasks in an effort to bridge
brain-level variability to underlying genetic variation, and to relate brain activity to
cognitive behavior. In some cases a relationship between genetic and brain-based
variation may manifest itself in the absence of any relation between neural and cognitive variation owing to compensatory factors. Brain-based endophenotypes can
therefore serve as an additionally informative entry-point for understanding causal
links that might otherwise remain unobserved (see Green et al. 2008).
5.2  Process measures and learning-based tasks
Whether neuro-cognitive or cognitive-behavioral endophenotypes are proposed,
‘process’ measures (assessments that tap into ongoing cognitive processes) are
better poised to contribute to understanding genetic variants associated with
brain-systems supporting language than ‘product’-oriented measures (i.e. assessments of static outcomes of learning/processing). Process-based measures lend
more sensitivity, ecological validity, and objectivity to study designs than productoriented evaluations. Learning-based tasks for endophenotypes are also better
controls for environmental variations than many traditional tasks employed in
language research. That is, experimental learning tasks using carefully designed
novel stimuli promise to do better at tapping into key processing skills that are
likely to be less influenced by participants’ previous environmental exposures.
Learning-based tasks and process measures complement each other (and can be
also instantiated through, or used in conjunction with, systems-level neuroimaging techniques). Specific to exploring differences in linguistic generalization, we
envision that learning-based tasks could be designed or adapted to measure wellformulated endophenotypes supported by the empirical literature.
The adoption of process measures and learning-based tasks represents a
significant departure from conventional assessments employed in genetic studies of (ab-)normal language. For instance, previous studies of language in behavioral genetics have relied on school/parental reports, questionnaires, telephone
interviews, or standardized and non-standardized test measures (Plomin &
Kovas 2005; Stromswold 2001). These assessments tend to lack dimensionality
and can be highly subjective. As such, they may contribute considerable (nongenetic) variance that masks genetic effects on underlying neurocognitive systems.
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 roduct-oriented assessments also represent the behavioral product of cumulative
P
learning, informed by both environmental and genetic influences. Many were specifically devised as ‘achievement’ measures, thus possibly conflating or masking
potential genetic influences with patterns of environmental variance in producing
learning outcomes. These conventional measures rarely, if at all, allow for the study
of more intricate aspects of language, such as linguistic generalization.
5.3 Incorporating developmental change and other challenges
Given the dynamic interplay among genetic, environmental, stochastic, and epigenetic factors, one would like to ask, ‘How might the endophenotype change over
time?’ And more generally, ‘What are the mechanisms by which genetic influences
have their effect?’ The short answer is that we need cross-sectional and longitudinal designs. But beyond this, in light of the novelty of the approach and the paucity
of empirical data, we have no specific guidelines to offer at this time.
Developmental considerations and timing are clearly important, but it is difficult to know a priori exactly what to expect. While genetic influences become
amplified over time (Plomin et al. 2008), it is also the case that cognitive profiles
evidenced at a given developmental time-point cannot necessarily be used to infer
cognitive profiles and their associated modulation by genetic factors at other points
in time (Scerif & Karmiloff-Smith 2005). Furthermore, across the lifespan there
are neural constraints in early development, and degenerative processes in very
late adulthood. While early ‘endpoints’ are frequently given due consideration in
studies, later ‘endpoints’ may be equally informative. For example, genetic factors
relating to neuronal support and repair may manifest themselves most strongly
as effects on cognitive performance in older age, such as may be seen in the influence of the apoE genotype and ER-alpha gene in older (but not young) populations
(Greenwood & Parasuraman 2003). Developmental windows, timing of assessments on a micro-scale, and different allelic contexts likely play into the picture as
well, and so underscore the need for both macro and micro developmental designs
to inform future steps and flesh out a thoroughly emergent, dynamic perspective.
Lastly, we note that suitable endophenotypes need to be based on valid theoretical constructs, sensitive to individual differences, psychometrically strong, and
employed in studies with sufficiently large samples. Failures to meet these criteria offer pitfalls for any task intended to assess an endophenotype. In particular,
current neuroimaging tasks are generally cost-prohibitive, and current process
measures sometimes have poor psychometric properties. (Product measures, too,
can be lacking in these criteria, with potentially weaker ecological validity and
theoretical grounding). We present these closing caveats not as barriers, but to
promote caution and encourage researchers to tackle the many challenges remaining in the future.
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6. Conclusion
In this chapter, we devoted our attention to a small problem-subspace of what
is clearly a much larger and more arduous enterprise in elucidating variation in
underlying brain mechanisms that support normal language abilities, including
linguistic generalizations. Given newer conceptual and analytical approaches in
molecular genetics, we have proposed an endophenotype strategy as a way to move
forward, beyond the limitations in many traditional assessments in the language
literature. Well-selected endophenotypes, with learning-based tasks and process
measures, could lend greater power, tractability, conceptual clarity, measurement
sensitivity, and objectivity to genetic designs aimed at illuminating underlying
brain-based mechanisms for language behaviors. We conclude then with an unfinished, developmental picture and a provisional sense of our footing in this modern
epigenetic landscape, simultaneously humbled and emboldened by the challenge
of uncovering the role of genetic variation in accounting for individual differences
in language.
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